
LIPARI F1

 + Bullhorn type with 
excellent yield of dark 
green to red, uniform long 
& pointed glossy fruit

 + Firm, very sweet tasting 
fruit, size 4-6cm x length 
20-24cm

 + Strong, high plant with 
solid framework & large 
leaves providing good 
cover

 + HR: Tm:0
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Consistent, High Quality, Abundant Fruit!
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LIPARI F1

The product descriptions, technical data and disease resistance ratings provided are intended for reference only. This information and any other verbal or oral information represent average results from specific trials and are not a prediction or promise of 
future performance. Seed and crop performance and disease severity will vary depending on the location, climate, soil type, soil conditions, cultural and management practices and other environmental factors. New, unknown, and/or atypical strains of pa-
thogens may exist for which the varieties have not been tested and which may overcome the resistance of the variety. Accordingly, HMCP warrants that a representative sample of seeds sold was tested and labeled at the time of initial packaging, and, at the 
time of such testing, conformed to the label within recognized tolerances. HMCP makes NO other warranty of any kind. The sale and use of seeds are subject to the terms and conditions of sale appearing on catalogues and price lists - © 2018 HM.CLAUSE

Disease Resistance Chart  (HR=High Resistance, IR=Intermediate Resistance)

Abrv. Disease Type HR/IR Disease Name

CMV Viruses IR Cucumber Mosaic Virus - Cucumber mosaic

PC Fungi IR Phytophthora capsici - Phytophthora blight

PepMoV Viruses IR Pepper Mottle Virus - Pepper mottle

PepYMV Viruses HR Pepper Yellow Mosaic Virus - Pepper yellow mosaic

PMMoV Viruses HR Pepper Mild Mottle Virus (races 1-2, 1-2-3) - Pepper mild mottle

PVY Viruses HR Potato Virus Y (races 0,1,1-2) - Potato virus Y

TMV Viruses HR Tobacco Mosaic Virus - Tobacco mosaic

TSWV Viruses IR Tomato Spotted Wilt Virus - Tomato spotted wilt

Xcv Bacteria HR Xanthomonas vesicatoria (races 1,2,3,4,5) - Bacterial spot

Tm Virus HR Tobamovirus (ToMV, TMV, TMGMV, PMMoV, PaMMV)


